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STEELMAN is a hand kneadable, steel reinforced, epoxy putty that
mixes in just one minute to provide fast repairs to items made of ferrous
and aluminum metals. STEELMAN comes in a handy "tootsie-roll" form
with the curing agent encapsulated in the contrasting color base material. The putty-like consistency eliminates drips and runs, providing "no
mess" applications with no tools required for use. STEELMAN is resistant to water, chemicals, and extreme temperatures. Hardens like steel
in one hour, then it can be drilled, tapped, machined, filed, etc. Use
STEELMAN to make repairs to metal, wood, concrete, copper, aluminum, fiberglass, plaster and many plastics. Repairs cracks and seals
leaks, use on dethreaded bolts and screws, sink traps and more. May
cause mild skin irritation, use Omega’s SHIELD skin protector to reduce
potential for irritation while maintaining dexterity. For other surface specific repairs, also try Omega’s WOODMAN, CONCRETEMAN, and
PLASTIKMAN repair putty.
Directions:Before applying, roughen and clean the area to be repaired.
Then follow these easy steps: 1) CUT or twist off required amount. 2)
MIX by kneading with fingers to a uniform color. If mixing is difficult,
warm STEELMAN to room temperature or slightly above. 3) APPLY to
surface to be repaired within 2 minutes of mixing. For best adhesion,
force into any cracks or holes and strike off excess material, preferably
with a tool moistened with clean water. When applying to a damp, wet
or slowly leaking area, work the mixed epoxy putty forcefully into
the surface and apply pressure until adhesion begins to take effect.
For best results: Use damp fingers for easier mixing, application and a
smooth appearance of the cured compound. Remove excess material
before hardening begins. CURING: STEELMAN has a 3 to 5 minutes
work life. Functional cure occurs in one hour. NOT INTENDED FOR STRUCTURAL APPLICATIONS.
Wash hands and tools to remove residue. If no
water source is available, use Omega’s ROUGHMAN hand towels to
clean hands and tools.
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Areas of Use:
*vehicle maintenance
*building maintenance
*HVAC

*sign shop
*plumbing shop
*school districts

Appearance and odor........................Metallic/white putty, Slight odor
Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 1.9
VOC...................................................<1%
NFPA Fire Rating...............................Flammable class IIIB
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